Supplementary figure 9: task (a) and static (b) specific index of ATL leads plotted for the 12 patients in which doubly-specific ATL leads were obtained. Blue: the four patients with EZ in the temporal pole, black: other 8 patients; filled symbols: leads within the EZ, open symbols leads outside the EZ. Patients are indicated by the numbers in supplementary . Difference between 22 leads in the four patients with EZ in temporal pole and the 24 leads in the remaining patients: static specific index: two-tailed t-test, t44 =2.07, p<0.05, ns after correction for four comparisons; task specific index: t44 =0.47, p>0.63, ns.
Supplementary figure 10: average z score in the interval 0-800ms after static onset during actor discrimination and in the 500-1500ms interval after static onset in the action discrimination plotted for the different ATL leads of the 12 patients in which doubly-specific ATL leads were obtained. Same conventions as in figure S9 . Difference between 22 leads in the four patients with EZ in temporal pole and the 24 leads in the remaining patients: two-tailed t-tests: actor discrimination: t44 =9.48, p<0.01; action discrimination: t44 =0.55, p>0.58, ns. 
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Supplementary Notes.
By concentrating on patients without structural cortical abnormalities in the temporal lobe (Supplementary Table  1 , methods), and by removing trials with IEDs, we obtained ATL recordings that can be considered to reflect normal physiological properties of the region, at least for the properties investigated. Indeed, task and static specificity were similar (supplementary figure 9) in the 4 patients with the EZ in the temporal pole, and the 8 remaining patients (Supplementary Table 3 ). The same held true for the tonic inhibition during action discrimination. In fact task specificity and underlying inhibition was slightly stronger in the four patients with EZ in the temporal pole. Only the response during person discrimination turned out to be significantly (after correction for four comparisons) stronger in those four patients compared the 8 remaining subjects (supplementary figure  10) . Still this could represent differences in recording quality or individual differences, as much as a hyper excitability of the EZ. In fact, the 4 leads identified as located within the EZ, did not yield systematically larger responses than the other ATL leads in the same subjects, favoring the former alternatives. This view was supported by the observation of clinicians that the background activity of the ATL leads was well structured, including in patients in which the EZ was located in the temporal pole.
Supplementary Table 3 lists the number (average and range) of rejected trials (out of a total of 128) for all tested leads of patients and then specifically for the doubly-specific ATL leads. Overall the number of leads rejected is small as it averaged 20 trials (15%) or less in all subjects. Not surprisingly the average number was larger for the doubly-specific ATL leads, but it exceeded 20 trials in only 3 patients, with EZ either in the temporal pole or
